
 
Models: AXM  
Everyday use:  
 

Starting and weighing without taring:  
1. Place the scales on a stable foundation and on the level.  
2. Start the scales using “ ON / ZERO ”.   
3. If there is information in the weight display, press “ ON / ZERO ” .  
4. If there is still information in the weight display, press “ TARE ” .  
5. Begin weighing.  
 

Weighing with taring:  
6. Put the container on the weighing platform and press “ TARE ”.   
7. Begin weighing.  
 

Expanded display:  
8. Keep “ MODE ” depressed for about 2 seconds and the scales will display an extra 
decimal.  
 

Switching off the battery-saving function:  
9. Keep the “ TARE ” key depressed while turning the scales on.   
10. Press “ TARE ” until F4 is shown in the display.  
11. Press “ MODE ” once. 4_oFF will be shown in the display.  
12. Press “ MODE ” once more. 

0_oFF will be shown in the display. (0_oFF = Continuous operation.)  
13. Save by pressing “ TARE ”.   
14. Finish by pressing “ ON/ZERO ”  to return to normal weighing.  
 
Automatic taring:   
15. Keep the tare button depressed for about 5 seconds to switch on or switch off the 
function.  
 

Changing between 3000 and 6000 (7500) Divisions (only non-verified scales):  
16. Keep the “ TARE ”  key depressed while turning the scales on.   
17. Press “ TARE ”  until F3 is shown in the display.  
18. Press “ MODE ”  for about 5 seconds. 

Capacity and division is shown in the display. (3000 Divisions.)  
19. Press “ MODE ”  once more for about 5 seconds. 

Capacity and division is shown in the display. (6000 / 7500 Divisions.)  
20. Save by pressing “ TARE ”.   
21. Finish by pressing “ ON/ZERO ”  to return to normal weighing.  
 

Cleaning and maintenance:  
22. Clean with a soft, damp cloth and use a mild detergent if necessary.  
23. Do not use abrasive agents, acetone thinner or alcohol for cleaning.  
24. Check accuracy at regular intervals and calibrate if necessary.  



25. It is preferable to have the dust cover on the scales during use.  
26. The scales must be placed in a horizontal position for transport and when stored for any 
length of time.  
27. Remove the platform prior to transport and lengthy storage.  
28. Store in a clean, dry area.  
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